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PineApp Outbound Spam Guard

PineApp Outbound Spam Guard (OSG) is a carrier-grade solution that can be easily deployed to scan and block up to
99% of all unwanted or malicious outbound email traffic. Easy to deploy, PineApp OSG functions as a transparent
proxy that informs the Service Provider, in real-time and with granular level statistics, about which IP addresses within
their networks are being controlled by botnets.
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PineApp OSG is the ideal solution to neutralize
botnet activity within a Service Provider’s
network. By harnessing the power of PineApp’s
OSG, a Service Provider can reduce their
blacklisted IPs, improve their IP reputation, and
reduce the unwanted consumption of their
bandwidth.

RPD technology analyzes large volumes of
email traffic in real-time, and is able to detect
new spam and malware outbreaks as soon as
they emerge, as well as mail sent from botnets
(language independent), according to a
message.

PineApp OSG provides system administrators
with real-time and aggregate statistics related
to outbound SMTP sessions including blocking
rates of all enabled anti-spam engines, top
blocked IPs, alerts of black-listed IPs within the
network, and much more.

IP Reputation

IP rate limiting
Optional IP whitelisting
Detailed real-time statistics

BENEFITS

Recurrent Pattern Detection Technology

repeating pattern within the actual mail

Real-Time Statistics

Transparent solution

Identify spammers within your
network
Prevent IP (and ISP) blacklisting
Improve service reputation
Carrier-grade scalable solution

Transparency
For a Service Provider, a standard anti-spam or
mail relay solution will not suffice. For a solution
to be “carrier-grade,” it must effectively filter
massive quantities of outbound email traffic
without compromising the quality of service
that users have come to expect. PineApp OSG
leaves no trace on the original email message
and easily fits within the Service Provider’s

Neutralize threat of botnets
Reduce overall bandwidth
consumption
Improve SLAs
Available as hardware, software,
and on all virtualized platforms

current network configuration.

Since 2002 PineApp has been a leader in the field of information security and cybersecurity. With a global installation base spanning over 50 countries,
PineApp offers innovative solutions in network security for SMTP, HTTP and DNS protocols. PineApp Solutions for Service Providers, Enterprise, and
National Security - Our Innovation is Your Security.
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